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IAM SUPER LIBRA
big, burly and with scaly fins

Marilena Marino
Happy New Year, All! And Happy First Solar Return, IAM! And what better way to enjoy 2018 than with big
burly men in fishtails, right? At least that’s what the New foundland and Labrador Beard and Moustache
Club will have us believe, following the launch of its 2018 calendar featuring — you guessed correctly —
bearded mermen in scaly fins.

(Instagram @ newfoundland.bmc; Photo credit: Ritche Perez)

In an original twist to the nude charity calendar, these furry fish are not posing in front of the camera out of vanity
— although I’m sure they can’t stop looking at their own pictures with a mixture of pride and amusement.
Calendar proceeds are going to Spirit Horse NL, a mental health organisation offering therapeutic interaction with
horses. Rasing funds and awareness for the charity is a priority, in light of how costly it is to acquire and upkeep
horses. Challenging persistent gender stereotypes is a happy byproduct that the group embrace wholeheartedly.
As stated in their announcement post/1/, the campaign aims to “show the world that ‘real men’ don't care about
silly definitions of what ‘real men’ should look, act, or dress like.”
Designed with the local community in mind, the Merb’ys, as they like to call themselves in Newfoundland slang
for ‘Mer-buddies’, have taken the world by storm. With interviews and TV appearances in the US and Canada,
the calendar has now had orders from over ten different countries, including Japan, Australia, South Korea, and
Europe, with pre-orders exceeding 500 copies as of early November 2017.
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The idea came to Hasan Hai, founder and president of the Beard and Moustache club, after seeing a picture of a
bearded merman (not a real one!) on Facebook, and a few calls and a recruitment ad/2/ later, he was inundated
with close to eighty volunteers for the photo shoots. The photos certainly don't disappoint. The calendar — which
can be previewed online/3/ — features bearded mermen posing in pumpkin patches, pubs, and on various
beaches. It certainly beats the usual smellies I get for Christmas...

(Hasan Hai, via: Facebook; Photo Credit: Andrea Edwards)

Hasan, pictured above, kindly provided his birth details when I asked him. Unsurprisingly, his natal chart features
a strong Neptune — rising, conjunct his Sun, trining his Mars, and squaring an MC-hugging Moon in Virgo.
Hasan’s progressed Moon at the time of the media frenzy in November was also at 14 Pisces, conjunct transiting
Neptune, and in a T-square with his natal Sun, Neptune, and Moon. Any surprise that he is “making waves” right
now? Hasan’s emotions, identity, sense of self, and of what it means to be a man are all tinged with Neptunian
hues. Lost in a mist of idealism and compassion /4/, giving and helping others are the most natural modi operandi
for Hasan. According to a CBC interview /5/, “he’s a regular do-gooder with another community group, Project
Kindness”. Like water permeating everything on its path, Hasan’s soul thrives on a strong sense of communion
with all things. He may sometimes find refuge in a world of myth and illusion, when the harsh realities of the
world overwhelm him, with water and all its wondrous creatures of old — from the Kraken to mesmerising sirens
and the Lady of the Lake — offering a much-needed uplift. Magic, dream, fantasy, and merging with the
community are fundamental ingredients of Hasan’s psyche.
With strong Sagittarian influences, also reflected in his choice of charity, Spirit Horse NL, Hasan is driven to
dissolve dogmatic thinking and unquestioning beliefs. Chart ruler, Jupiter, is exhalted in watery Cancer in the
seventh house, and is the focal planet in a kite formation with Saturn, Mercury, and Chiron. Extraordinary
opportunities for growth come through partnerships (Jupiter in H7)/6/ and Hasan’s capacity for self-expression
(Mercury in H1).
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Creativity and play heal old emotional and spiritual wounds (Chiron in H5, inconjunct Moon and Neptune), while
also breaking traditional beliefs and ethnic/national barriers (Saturn in H9). Additionally, his natal Mars is in a
square with Uranus, and sextiles his North Node and Pluto (wide orb). Challenging and transforming traditional
male stereotypes is in Hasan’s DNA. “It’s the beard inside that counts,” he remarks in another CBC interview/7/.

It’s easy to see how these energies play out in the calendar venture. In itself a Saturnian object to mark the
passing of time, the charity calendar becomes a vehicle for Neptunian compassion, reaching global proportions
and dissolving barriers within and without the self. Undoubtedly the Merb’ys have all had to overcome personal
blocks in the process, but they have done so with good humour (Jupiter), and the ripple effects have stretched
across oceans to reach countries far and wide (Jupiter and Neptune). I, for one, can’t help but giggle each time my
eyes land on my Merb’ys calendar.
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(Photo Credit: Darell Sharpe)
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My name is Marilena, and I am a professional astrologer. Astrology has
been my passion for almost thirty years.
I collaborate closely with both the Astrological Lodge of London and the
Astrological Association, two of the world’s most prestigious and longest
running astrological organisations. I’m also a contributor to magazines,
including the Astrological Journal and IAM – Infinity Astrological
Magazine.
You can view some of my work for the Astrological Association on the
Astrological Association’s channel on YouTube, in the Student Corner. I
will publish more video interviews with master astrologers in due course,
so subscribing to the channel will ensure you are notified of any new
uploads.
If you’re interested in my training, I’m a past student of the London
School of Astrology. There I had the honour of learning from some of the leading lights in the field, including Frank
Clifford, Darby Costello, Melanie Reinhart, Lynn Bell, Mark Jones, and Wendy Stacey, to name just a few. I’m currently
studying advanced horary at Deborah Houlding’s School of Traditional Astrology, under the tutorship of Wade Caves.
I can provide both one-off sessions or ongoing mentoring and guidance, depending on your needs and finances. Please feel
free to get in touch for friendly, confidential advice on whatever is weighing on your mind. Details of the types of readings
available can be found under Personal Astrology.

https://sparkastrology.com/
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